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Create solutions 
perfect for real life. 
You deserve tailor-made solutions, unique to every 

room in your home. With Pella®  Lifestyle Series, pick and 

choose the right features, options and innovations to 

make solutions that fit your life, room by room. Available 

performance solutions offer an unbeatable combination 

of energy efficiency, sound control and value.*

* Performance solutions require upgrades to triple-pane, AdvancedComfort Low-E and mixed 
   glass thickness. Based on comparing product quotes and published STC/OITC and U-Factor 
   ratings of leading national wood window and patio door brands.

www.pellaphilly.com
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PUBLISHER’S 
NOTE
Fall has always been my favorite time of the year.  Taking a 
long bike ride along the canal of the Delaware River and  
seeing and being in the beauty of the changing foliage is  
absolutely breathtaking.  As Pennsylvanians, we are very 
fortunate to live in this part of the country.  We get to  
experience all the seasons and its wonders.   As we look for-
ward to spending time with our family and friends this up-
coming holiday season, we should congratulate ourselves 
that we have made it through the most unusual year.  Thank-
fully 2021 is just around the corner. (I don't think it could get 
here fast enough.)  And with this new year year I am hoping 
it will bing, good health, joy and prosperity to you all! 
 
In this issue of Your Home Remodel Magazine, you will have 
an opportunity to read great, informative articles on Closet 
Organization (who doesn’t want a closet makeover).   
The natural elements that Stone, Brick, Tile and Wood  
can bring to your home.  And who would have thought that 
VIBRANT paint colors are back (for a little while anyway). 
So enjoy. 
 
Thank you for your continued support and stay safe  
and well my friends, especially during this upcoming  
Holiday season.   
 
Until the next issue...

Tina DeSantis Perrotta 
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief 
Tina@YHRMAG.com
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One of the reasons we love nature so much is our inherent 
connection to the outdoors and to natural elements that 
are living such as wood. Choosing materials that resonate 
with your personal style is the first step for bringing them 
into your home. One homeowner may enjoy the rugged 
nature of natural stone walls in their kitchen – while an-
other may prefer the more sophisticated flair of dark 
wood mahogany flooring in their living room. Choose 
natural elements that incorporate your style and connect 
you to your interiors. 
 
Wood  
For many homeowners wood is one of the only materials 
that can be finished to look like shiny marble or can be left 
raw and unstained to reveal its gorgeous imperfections of 
knots and grains. Bringing wood into your interiors is one 
of the easiest and warmest of natural materials and comes 
in a variety of finishes, species and applications. From 
flooring to ceiling beams wood also can be reclaimed and 
refinished from older buildings to keep its life sustainabil-
ity ongoing for years in your home. 

And Wood furniture is one of the most popular as it is 
durable, beautiful and wood can be finished in any way 
imaginable. Look to artisan crafted furniture if you pre-
fer a rustic and country appeal to your interiors, or look 
to antique wood bedroom and living furniture to bring 
back the nostalgia of early turn of the century home liv-
ing. If your , wood furniture with minimal lines that is 
free from ornamentation can create show-stopping ap-
peal in your kitchen bar stools or in your sleek head-
board of your bed. 
 
Tile 
One of the most versatile materials out there, tile, can 
work well on floors and walls as well as for decor. 
Whether you’re considering a low-budget bathroom re-
model or you’re planning a major kitchen renovation, 
tile can add functionality and beautiful aesthetic appeal 
to any room.  “In addition to white subway tile and 
marble, brick-look and stone-look tile are some of our 
best sellers,” says Kailyn Bachman from H. Winter Tile 
in Allentown, Pa.   

Bring Natural Elements Into Your Home With  

Stone, Brick, Tile or Wood
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In Your Bathroom 
Tile works well for much more than just flooring. 
Cover the wall behind the tub area with tile, and 
you’ll dramatically increase your bathroom’s abil-
ity to keep water where it belongs. For best results 
in the bathroom, try stylish subway tiles or go up-
scale with . Not only are these materials durable 
and easy to install, but they’re also available in col-
ors ranging from white to black and everything in 
between. Kailyn Bachman from H. Winter Tile in 
Allentown, says,  “in addition to white subway tile 
and marble, brick-look and stone-look tile are some 
of our best sellers to homeowners looking to re-
model.”  
 
Create a Kitchen Backsplash 
Without a visually appealing backsplash, a kitchen 
never seems complete. Take your kitchen rehab 
ideas to the next level by getting creative with your 
backsplash.  Go classic with colorful , or add some 
intense color with a variety of smaller tiles in a mo-
saic pattern. The backsplash is also the ideal place 
to add metal tiles, as they can withstand all kinds 
of heat, spills, and general wear and tear. No matter 
what color or type of tiles you choose, a tile back-
splash adds a dash of flair to your kitchen remodel. 
 

In Your Entryway 
Make a great first impression on visitors and welcome 
friends and family by installing tile flooring in place of hard-
wood or laminate flooring. While you can make a statement 
with classic sandstone or , consider taking your foyer to the 
next level with a bold mosaic design. 
“In addition to white subway tile and marble, brick-look 
and stone-look tile are some of our best sellers,” says Kailyn 
Bachman from H. Winter Tile in Allentown, Pa.   
  
Brick 
Brick walls add character to any room by serving as a focal 
point or providing a backdrop that either complements or 
contrasts the room’s other design elements. Whether your 
style is industrial or rustic, the beauty and uniformity of a 
brick wall can add texture and beauty.  If you’re fortunate 
enough to live in a home with solid masonry walls, selec-
tively exposing the brick by removing the top layer of plas-
ter is a great way to add texture, warmth and character to 
your space. However, if you don’t have an original brick 
wall, you can create the appearance of one.  Bachman states, 
“adding brick & stone to fireplaces is a great way to add sub-
tle warmth and texture while still making a statement.  
Brick-look porcelain tiles are a great alternative to using real 
brick for a variety of reasons:  the material and installation 
are usually less expensive, the tiles are thinner and lighter 
for ease of installation and are made of non-porous material.”  

cont’d on pg. 10 >>>

www.klecknerandsons.com
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Applying thin brick tiles (real brick that’s sliced thin) is 
another great way to add depth to an accent wall. Usu-
ally, a single accent wall is enough to create an impact 
in any room.  While brick veneers can be used any-
where, they might look more realistic in some locations. 
A kitchen is a great place to incorporate brick, especially 
as a counter-to-ceiling backsplash above a stovetop. A 
fireplace wall also works really well for a brick veneer 
accent.  However, basements are a favorite place for in-
corporating because it does so much to transform the 
room, especially when windows could be limited.  
Brick veneer is actually made out of the same materials 

as regular bricks, so if you choose the right place in your 
home for your brick wall, no one will ever know it 
didn’t come with the house. 
 
Stone 
Natural stone is one of the most beautiful materials 
available for the home.  Natural stone is a versatile and 
sustainable material that can be used throughout your 
home.  From Kitchen countertops, bathroom vanities 
and fireplace surrounds, to flooring and walls to out-
door kitchens.  Natural stone creates lasting beauty that 
only gets better with time.  And, unlike man made al-

ternatives, no two stone 
products are alike.  Each 
stone possesses unique 
variations in color, pattern, 
and sheen, offering endless 
design possibilities.  And 
that is one of the primary 
benefits for choosing natu-
ral stone is for its one-of-a-
kind look.   
When selecting natural 
stone for your home project 
it’s important to consider 
the space in which the stone 
will be used.  For high traf-
fic areas, such as a busy 
family room, a harder stone 

<<<cont’d on pg. 9
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that is more resistant to abrasions is a better choice.  A 
softer stone is typically better suited for areas where the 
stone is not exposed to as much use, such as a back-
splash.   
 
There are 4 commonly used natural stone types.   
Granite, Marble, Quartzite, and Soapstone.  

 
RESOURCE 

 
 H. Winter Tile  

610.434.4500 
hwintertile.com

Eastern Surfaces 
610.266.3121 

easternsurfaces.com

Granite is an extremely hard, durable stone that is avail-
able in an endless array of colors.  Because of its durable 
nature, granite is well suited for kitchen countertops, 
shower walls, and bathroom vanities, and even flooring. 
 
Marble is an elegant, classic choice and is commonly 
used for bathroom vanities, backsplashes, fireplace sur-
rounds and bar tops.  Marble is softer than granite, it 
will stain, etch and scratch more easily so it is not typi-
cally recommended for high traffic areas such as a 
kitchen.   
 
Quartzite is very similar to marble, but harder and more 
resistant to abrasions.  It is an attractive alternative to 
kitchen countertops and comes in a variety of colors. 
Soapstone is a durable stone that is softer than granite.  
It is heat resistant, making it ideally suited for fire-
places.  And because it does not stain, it has become a 
more popular choice for kitchen countertops n  

www.alderferglass.com
www.hwintertile.com
www.easternsurfaces.com
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So many closet storage conundrums are solved, not by 
adding space, but rather by using space more effectively.  
Though many of us would rather keep the door closed 
on the subject of closet organization, cleaning up your 
act storage-wise can bring unlimited benefits. 

For starters, well-organized  are time-savers: It’s much 
easier and faster to get out of the house in the morning 
when you can put your hands on exactly what you need.  
You should be able to stand in front of your closet and 
see which jacket goes with which pants and which 
blouse.  Like many home improvement projects, 
planning is the most important step in getting your 
closets in shipshape. It’s helpful to have an overview of 
the way you’d like to use each space.  Pick one specific 
closet as a starting point and set a goal of what you aim 
to accomplish. Make a list of what you want to store 
there and consider how the closet is letting you down 
now. For example, do you need more shoe space? Not 
enough room for hanging clothing? Want more places 

for folded items like sweaters, pajamas, and underwear? 
It may be time for a Professional closet organizer to come 
to your home to talk over your needs, goals, and 
preferences; take measurements; draw up plans and 
make recommendations.   

Here we talked to three of the area’s top closet 
organization professionals to get some practical advice 
on the best ways to approach re-organizing your closets 
and home.  

Greg Ahart, Owner of Victory Closets,  
Lehigh Valley 
“Now is a good time to reconfigure everything because 
you’re putting your summer clothes away and you may 
find you need more shelving for your sweaters or other 
things,” says Greg Ahart, owner of Victory Closets. 
Victory Closet provides custom-built modular closets 
designed to fit seamlessly into your home. 

“Images Courtesy  
of Closet Factory”

Clear Out  
the Clutter:  
Get Organized with Lehigh 
Valley’s Top Closet Pros
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www.closetfactory.com
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With many homeowners looking to capitalize on the hot 
real estate market, Ahart advises that adding custom 
closet systems can be a cost-effective way to amp up 
your home’s value. “It’s a great selling feature to have 
just even a basic closet organization system. If you have 
two equivalent homes and one has a closet system in it 
and one doesn’t, the one with a system is going to fetch 
a higher price and sell faster.”  
  
You might be thinking that installing a closet 
organization system sounds like a difficult job, but in 
reality it couldn’t be easier: just let the pros do it. “We’re 
set up to do most of the work over the phone or email - 
people can actually send the dimensions to us, or a 
rough drawing with dimensions. We send back a 3-
dimensional quote with an exact install price so they 
know exactly what it costs and what it will look like,” 
says Ahart. Victory Closets makes a quick trip to your 
home to verify measurements and then they return to 
install your closet organization system. 
 
If you’re one of the many people working from home 
these days due to the pandemic, then you might be short 
on space. It’s sometimes difficult to suddenly find the 
room for a home office. One solution is to use a home 
storage solution company like Victory Closets to build a 
home office modular desk and shelves along a wall or 
in a corner. As Ahart explains, “anywhere you have 
space, such as in an extra bedroom or even in your own 
bedroom, we can instantly create an office.” And with 
Victory Closet’s modular system, you maintain the 
flexibility of changing your storage needs up whenever 
you need. 
 
Bob Focht, President of Closet Factory, 
Allentown 
 “Due to the need to stay home as a result of the COVID-
19 pandemic, the first focus is on basic organization to 
declutter closets and other parts of the home,” according 

to Bob Focht, president of Closet Factory Allentown. The 
Closet Factory designs and builds custom-made closet 
systems, pantries, home offices, garage storage systems, 
and wall beds. Since everyone is spending much more 
time at home, “function and maximization of storage are 
the primary concerns.” If you plan to address your closet 
storage issues, then the sooner the better.  
 
Focht suggests that you familiarize yourself with the 
space you hope to declutter; measure the space and 
inventory everything you want to store there. After that, 
it’s a breeze to get the process started by talking to a 
designer remotely or in person: “we give the client  
three choices - they can do their own preliminary 
measurements and schedule a Zoom appointment with 
a design consultant, the design consultant can make a 
visit to the home following all CDC guidelines, or a 
hybrid of the two can be done, where the designer 
makes a brief visit to the home to take measurements 
and establish wants and needs. A follow up virtual 
appointment allows designing to be fine-tuned with 
limited personal contact and exposure.” 
 
Closet Factory can help you create a home office as well. 
Focht says, “working from home has become the 
predominant method of doing business for many 
companies. The benefits and efficiency and reduced cost 
for this mode of work has created a paradigm shift that 
is likely to be a major part of doing business in the 
future. Many people find that working off of the kitchen 
table is really not the answer.” The Closet Factory helps 
customers determine the perfect design solution for their 
home office by considering a good location, space for all 
needed equipment, lighting, and access to utilities like 
electricity and internet. They help you find a space and 
create a solution that keeps your work separate from 
your family life and let’s you get work done. After all, 
“your home office becomes a critical piece of equipment 
for doing business.” 

“Courtesy of Creative Closets”“Courtesy of Victory Closets”
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Ellyn Elstein, Founder and Owner, 
Creative Closets, Allentown 
Ellyn Elstein, owner of Creative Closets says this season 
and this year in particular, so many people are deciding 
it’s finally time to tackle their organization problem 
spots. Her advice? Prioritize the areas that need help the 
most. “You know the areas that make your heart beat 
faster with anxiety when you walk past them? Those 
are the areas I like to start with.”  
A few of those areas Elstein is seeing homeowners need 
more help with are the “Family Central” location in the 
house that becomes a catch-all for everything, the 
mudroom, and the pantry.  
 
With kids home more often now, these areas can become 
chaotic very quickly and turn into a source of stress for 
parents. Elstein says there’s hope however! “I actually 
look at the mudroom as the most important room of the 
house. It’s the place where so many things can be stored 
and it’s an easy place for kids to learn where to put 
things. One of the biggest issues I see is messes can be 
created quickly when kids don’t know clearly where 
something goes. Once they do, they have the 
opportunity to put it away just as easily as tossing on 
the coach.”  
 
Elstein’s process is to come visit and get to know the 
family’s needs. “My motto is ‘nobody cleans up for the 
closet lady’ because I need to see the problem spots. 
Taking stock of how many children live in the home, 
how many pets there are, what hobbies and sports the 
family is involved with, Elstein assesses each home’s 
individual storage needs. “I emphasize mom’s time and 
valuing it. I believe heavily in a drawer for each person. 
They go to that drawer and they can find everything 
they need and they don't have to look in different areas. 
Each family member owning that space is extremely 
important. Moms don't want to clean up every night 
and put everyone’s stuff away for the next day, moms 
need downtime too!”n  

 RESOURCE

Closet Factory 
484.221.2219 

ClosetFactory.com

Creative Closets 
610.433.0933 

CreativeClosets.com

Victory Closets 
866.825.6738 

VictoryClosets.com

www.creativeclosets.com
www.creativeclosets.com
www.closetfactory.com
www.victoryclosets.com
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There’s exciting news coming to the Lehigh Valley. 
GC&D flooring will soon be opening a brand new 
showroom in Catasauqua, just down the road from the 
Lehigh Valley International Airport. This new show-
room will offer design services, a huge selection of floor-
ing including hardwood, luxury vinyl, and carpet.  
GC&D Flooring will also provide installation for cus-
tomers residing in the Lehigh Valley and its surround-
ing areas. 
 
GC&D Flooring isn’t new to the game. Their sister com-

pany, G Contract-
ing & Design, 
LLC has been in 
business since 
2012, providing 
building services 
throughout the 
Lehigh Valley. 
They help profes-
sionals and home-
owners alike with 
design consulting 

services for planning your project from start to finish. 
They offer building and remodeling services for every 
part of your home, including kitchens, bathrooms, 
decks, and basements. And now, GC&D Flooring pro-
vides for all of your flooring needs, from designing the 
right layout to installing your perfect flooring.  
 
Their showroom in Catasauqua is currently being built: 
“once finished our showroom will be fully operational 
to help customers visualize their project, including dis-
plays from all the top vendors in the field, along with 
hard-to-find items. It will help customers realize what 
their space could look like with the new hot trends in 
the flooring field to the traditional flooring that has 
stood the test of time,” says Sasha Roethlein, GC&D 
Flooring Operations Manager. The design section of 
their showroom will include “room visualizing soft-
ware,” which will allow customers to bring photos of 
their space and see what different flooring options will 
look like in a room before they make a purchase. 
 
What sets GC&D Flooring apart from competitors is 
their versatility: “we have the ability to sell in a fur-

GC&D Flooring  
New Showroom is coming  
to the Lehigh Valley

cont’d on pg. 18 >>>
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www.gcontracting.com
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nished showroom, on a builder’s job site, or sitting 
down with a family in their home.” They also boast an 
unparalleled professional team that will be there with 
you from the start of your project to the end. Chad 
Roethlein has been selling and installing floors for 22 
years. Mike Bialkowski and Kermit Buchman have spe-
cialized in flooring for 20 and 19 years, respectively. Joe 
Pitoinek has spent 18 years in pro sales, working specif-
ically with builders, remodelers, property managers, 
and tradesmen. Just ask for one of them when you visit 
the GC&D Flooring showroom and they’ll help you get 
started finding the perfect flooring solution. 
 
Roethlein is proud of the services that GC&D Flooring 
provides: “we offer quality products and service, at 
wholesale prices, for everyday retail customers. Our 
wide selection includes a huge assortment of carpet, 
hardwood, vinyl plank, sheet vinyl, tile, and every ac-
cessory and supply you need to complete the job.” They 
offer a huge range of colors, styles, and textures of 
whatever flooring material you need and their show-
room stocks the industry’s most appealing and durable 
products.  
  
GC&D Flooring does more than just help you design 
your layout and pick out the perfect flooring; they also 
do full installations. Their expert installers come to your 
Lehigh Valley home, strip out the old flooring and com-
plete your new floor installation on time. They also pro-
vide you with all the information you need to maintain 
your flooring choice for years to come.  
 
Already have hardwood floors that you can’t bear to 
part with? That’s no problem. GC&D Flooring has a 
team of professionals that have over 20 years of expert-
ise in refinishing, repairing, and restoring floors. They’ll 
strip the floors down to bare wood, repair scratches and 
other damages, and then work with you to select the 

proper stain to get the look you want. Their team can 
even help you match up and restore areas of your floors 
that can’t be saved. They welcome jobs in historic 
homes, too. They can also help you with your staircases, 
breathing new life into them with a modern look, or 
restoring them to their former glory. 
 
If you want personalized service, then GC&D Flooring 
is the right choice. Roethlein remarks, “we find that 
most people become frustrated dealing with impersonal 
shopping experiences where they are rushed through 
the process.” The folks at GC&D Flooring take the time 
to listen to what your situation is and what you are 
looking for, and help you work within your guidelines, 
never pushing you in a way you don’t want to go. They 
understand that customers are the ones that are going 
to need to love the flooring they pick for their homes.  
 
“As a family business we will 
always work hard for our cus-
tomers, we will always be 
honest, and do what is right 
for our customer and situa-
tion.” What more could you 
ask for? n

RESOURCE 
GC&D Flooring 

610.849.3946 
gcdflooring.com

<<<cont’d from pg. 16

www.gcdflooring.com
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www.kitchengalleryplus.com
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Bold Colors are Back and Bolder and More  
Vibrant Than Ever   
Colors can set the mood for a home's interior and will con-
vey how you want the space to feel. And setting the stage 
with color can be easier than you think. Painting your 
house may seem like a chore. All that time, all that money, 
but it’s also a way to imbue your house with your own 

aesthetic. The best 
way to choose  col-
ors for your room 
or house makeover 
is to start with the 
colors you love. 
When you start 
with paint colors 
you love, you can 
use them to create 
a color scheme 
throughout your 
home project.  

Using your favorite colors can be the perfect inspiration 
you need to make it your dream home. 
 
Find Your Inspiration  
There are thousands of pages of inspiration on the inter-
net.  Retailer sites can be inspiring with their room vi-
gnettes, and  sites can also show you ways to use color in 
your home. Social media sites such as Pinterest and Insta-
gram offer color inspiration that is refreshed in real-time. 
Pinterest is great for creating inspiration boards for your 
favorite ideas, so you can keep all your ideas in one spot.  
Paint color apps have been evolving and improving since 
they were first released a few years ago, so you might 
want to check them out. The most popular paint color 
apps give you the ability to match a color you see any-
where, as long as your phone or tablet camera can read 
it. Though it may not be an exact match, these apps can 
suggest similar colors. The best apps can also offer color 
palettes created around your color. Here are 2 apps that 
may be useful in your search for the best paint colors for 

Vibrant 
Colors are 
BACK! 
Some Ideas for Choosing  
The Right PAINT Color  
for Your Home 
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any room in your home:  Benjamin Moore Personal  
Color Viewer and Sherwin Williams ColorSnap Paint  
Visualizer.  

 
Use a Print From Your Home  
One of the easiest ways to choose interior paint colors is 
to start with a print fabric. Throw pillows, bedding, and 
even table linens can provide you with paint color ideas. 
If you're creating an accent wall, look to the boldest colors 
in the print. If you would like to choose a paint color that 
is more subtle or for a larger space, look at the color in 
the small details of your print fabric. Take a fabric swatch 
to the paint store so you can choose paint strips to view 
at home. 

 
Look Outdoors or In Your Own Artwork  
Bringing the outside in is a popular inspiration for color 
schemes. Whether you choose foliage green or the laid-
back blues of the beach, exterior-inspired color schemes 
are meant to be restful and relaxing. Be sure to sample 
your favorite paint colors at all times of the day and night 
and with the window treatments closed and open to get 
the most realistic view of your possible choices. An inte-
rior designer's secret is choosing colors from artwork in 
your home. Most artists are masters of color and light, 
creating their color schemes for their pieces. You can ben-

cont’d on pg. 22 >>>

efit from their insight by choosing colors from a favorite 
piece of art. And sometimes all you need is a little adjust-
ment to find the right interior paint color. Before you aban-
don your paint color choice too quickly, consider a lighter 
or darker shade of the same color. Many paint colors ap-
pear on a paint strip in gradual shades, but you can also 
ask your paint store to customize it by percentages of light 
or dark shades.  
 
How to Use Undertones to Find Your Perfect 
Paint Colors  
You can be pleasantly surprised by the undertones 

www.mrhandyman.com
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<<<cont’d from pg. 21

when choosing interior paint colors. Simply explained, 
undertones are the colors lurking beneath your favorite 
paint color. A simple beige may not be all that simple if it 
has a strong green undertone. The only way to accurately 
read how an undertone will appear in your home is to 
sample the color. Undertones from other surfaces in your 
room can also change the way your paint appears due to 
reflection, so sampling is important.   
 
How to Flow Color Throughout Your Home  
If you're decorating a small home, flowing paint color 
throughout the rooms can give the illusion of a larger 
space. Flowing paint color through your home can also 
create a relaxing vibe. The most stunning way to use flow-
ing color is to choose a neutral paint color that will be your 
signature hue for your home. Each room can have its ac-
cent colors, or you can use the same accent colors in dif-
ferent amounts in each room. Keep flooring similar from 
room to room, and consider a decorative molding to tie 
everything together. 
 
And lastly, sample your paint colors before you commit. 
This is a simple rule, always sample any paint color you're 
considering. When you are committing gallons of paint 
and hours to your project, you have to get the color right 
the first time. You don't want to skip this step. If you look 
at the back of the paint store, there are stacks of cans of re-
turned paint from people that did not take the time to sam-
ple first. Don't be one of them. Make sure to calculate exactly 
how much paint you'll need, as well, so that you minimize 
waste.  Remember, sampling paint colors is the most impor-
tant step in finding the right colors for your home.    

Have Fun and Paint Away! 
Our 2020 Color of the Year, is a rich navy that creates a 
calm and grounding environment infused with quiet con-
fidence. And while you may think Navy’s been done be-
fore – it’s never been done like this n
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